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About This Game

Monsters deserve to find love in the world too, right?

Sit down and have a talk with a variety of monsters that are only looking to have a good time. Play your cards right, and maybe
you'll even go home with them. Who knows what will happen after that?

 Spend time with 7 different characters. Each one has their own unique quirks and personalities. There are plenty of options to
explore with multiple endings to be seen. Look around and find them all!

The main character is veiled in mystery. Man, woman, gay, straight, hunter, lover, all, none? That's up to you. These characters
have no preferences either, so go in and get whoever you want!
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In a haiku:

just reskins, dont buy
20 has broken horn and brake
physics are all wrong. For a inexpensive racing game it is actually extremely comfortable with no uncomfortable vr racing
expereinece.This would be a big buy for a new vr player.But it still packs a huge punch for a driving and racing vr
experience.Praise Jesus!. I guess I know how to use rope now.
So there's that.. I have yet to finish the game, but I took the championship belt from a wizard by body slamming him in the ring..
DO NOT DOWNLOAD!! RAGE INDUCING!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I know I'm definitely not the first to say this, but this is pretty much
like playing Super Hexagon whilst taking copious amounts of LSD.
If you have epilepsy though, don't worry, as their is an option to turn on a flat background instead of having a seizure inducing
eye murderer. Not saying I don't like that.

Although plain, it is visually appealing, and me being a fan and creator of electronic music and dubstep (and the fact I like
Hinkik), I love the soundtrack. The art style of the game is minimalistic but vibrant and colourful, and very sleek. It's optimized
very well, and runs at 1080p60, which (unless you have a desktop or laptop that doesn't support it) should be the same for almost
any PC, as it is easy to run.

The only real flaw is that the game hasn't much to offer right now, only having 4 levels of difficulty with 1 level and song each.
The extreme difficulty is locked until you have achieved more than 60 seconds on each difficulty, and while fair, there is one
big flaw with this game currently which affects that.

Whilst only really affecting the hard difficulty, but sometimes affecting easy and normal, the beats seem almost randomly
placed. The hard difficulty song doesn't even have that much higher of a BPM compared to the others, and because of this,
almost desperately tries to be hard by spamming untimed notes at you to make it hard. This kind of ruins hard difficulty, and
makes extreme harder to unlock as a result.

But, this game is not long released, and most flaws will (hopefully) be fixed in time. Overall, a good game with sleek and
colourful art, easy to pick up and play because of simple controls, although still hard, but can get very repetitive and boring
within an hour because of the lack of content. The timing is good for easy and medium, although could be better, but hard
difficulty seems like a jumbled mess of notes being chucked at you in quick succession to make it hard, and a fairly average
song compared to the others. I would still recommend you try this out, though, and as I said, this game has not long come out, so
it should be tweaked and fixed soon enough.. I know it looks like a cool game from trailers or lets plays and the concept itself is
great and that's what sold me but...

it really isn't that great. It is pretty linear despite almost always having 3 tunnels to go through they all feel the same and you end
up in the same point anyways. The tunnels themselves feel boring uninspired and lacklustre. Nothing interesting to see inside.
Grimrock was much more fun in that case. Rooms are blend and boring too.

Game stutters in close combat as if you are playing an MMO with high latency. Therefore, I had to max out will power so I
could play the game using ranged spells.

However, when I talk about spells I really just mean 1 spell that is called fireball as wind and earth balls are completely useless
(they consume twice the amount of mana but the damage increment is so low you'd rather stick to fireball and then you will
actually deal more damage using the same amount of mana)

There are plenty of items but most of them are useless. Old gear? Junk? tools? all these are items to be thrown away so dont
bother picking them up and save space for food, ore, coin type items and potions.

As for the game length, devs say it should last 10-12 hours. Well I sprinted everywhere while throughly exploring every
lucklustre location in the game going back and forth through every tunnel (I explored all ways available to get from point a to
point b) and it only took me 6 hours. I didnt rush too. I took my time. So I'm guessing that devs meant that if you only walk
really slow-like. Like a snail. But there is enough food to run. So why bother not spriting in empty corridors? If I were to rush
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through only 1 tunnel (not exploring all others) it would prolly take me 3 hours to beat.

Don't expect this game to be anywhere close to Grimrock. It is a pretty straightforward and clunky game. I wish devs all the best
in making their next installment a much better game, this game has promise but it just doesn't deliver. It looks like it still should
be in Early Access. Maybe next time?. There is so much goodness in this title already, and I can't wait to see how it grows.
Themamtically in design and look it is dead on.

The shooting mechanics are almost perfect (still struggling with the rifles myself) and add to the tension and feeling of succes
when nailing a target from yards away.

I really like the different game modes that are already in the game, and looking forward to seeing what else the dev's can fit in.

. no words on how this game is. its just frikin epic!
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This game is just the kind of puzzle games that I like: demand you to think until you get an headache :D. I'm generally very bad
in 3d so I find this game very challenging but the feeling: yea I finally did it right is more then enough to keep me playing :).. ive
had a lot of fun playing this game, i dont think it deserves the hate it has gotten and the developers intended it to be what it is
and i like and respect that.. Have you ever wanted to know how it feels to be a cheater in a game but without actually cheating?
Well, this is the perfect game for you. The majority of people are playing this from their tablets and smartphones, so they can
barely even walk in the game. By having a mouse + keyboard you are instantly a god.

Other than that, there is not much to see here. it is worth maybe one hour of your time so you can laugh at all the bizarre glitches
that happen around the map; the classic "it is so bad that it is good".

Short compilation of the glitches/bugs I encountered if anyone is curious:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKMfiWgBazs. Don't buy thses skins unless you're getting the season pass because they
aren't worth 5 bucks and you can't use them until you have beat the main story.. nice simple game, good for filling a little time.
Biggest 2 issues are, the combat is a bit off, in the tunnels I found even though right on top the creature, sword still did not hit.
Other issue, its too short, finihsed a bit to soon, needs more dungeons.

Quick Note:
Thanks for supporting the project, everyone! It really means a lot to me, and it's really encouraging me to keep doing what I'm
doing.

I have a special note for those of you that have played the visual novel before. When you load it up from Steam, your data may
carry over from your previous play. To prevent that, you'll wanted to navigate to your '%APPDATA\RenPy\' (Macintosh:
$HOME/Library/RenPy/ or Linux: $HOME/.renpy/) and delete the entire MHFL folder stored there. If you launch the game
from Steam before doing this and it is an issue, you'll need to navigate to MonsterHuntingForLove\game\saves and delete the
save files there, along with the folder store within the APPDATA folder.

It shouldn't be an issue, but just in case anyone encounters this. On top of that, there is the reset button in the Preferences of the
game too, in case you need to reset for other reasons.

Thanks,
DyneWulf
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